Titanium dioxide is one of the metal oxides that has attracted the most research interest over the past 30 years. Part of the interest stems from the ability of photoactivated titanium dioxide to split water [1,2]. Additional interest derives from the role of TiO$_2$ as a support for metal catalysts, particularly since Haruta et al. [3] demonstrated that Au acts as a catalyst for low-temperature CO oxidation when dispersed as nanoclusters on a TiO$_2$ support. It has been shown that the size of the Au clusters has a significant effect on the catalytic activity, with a peak in activity for ~30 Å wide Au clusters [4].

It is important to investigate the exact nature of the metal/oxide bond to understand not only the growth mechanism of metal clusters, but also to reveal the fundamental processes behind the catalytic activity of oxide-supported metal catalysts [5,6]. It has been speculated that surface defects may alter the electronic configuration of Au nanoparticles to enable catalytic reactions such as CO oxidation. Small Au clusters (Au$_n$) on another oxide support, MgO(100), were recently shown both experimentally and theoretically to be active for CO oxidation only if the Au clusters nucleate at oxygen vacancies [7].

In this Letter we present a detailed study of the interaction of Au nanoparticles with the most abundant surface defect on the (110) surface of reduced rutile TiO$_2$: bridging oxygen vacancies. Through an interplay between high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and density functional theory (DFT) we show that the nucleation and growth of Au clusters on the rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface is intimately related to the presence of surface oxygen vacancies and that larger Au clusters bind very weakly to the stoichiometric surface. By monitoring the temperature dependence of the cluster size distribution and the oxygen vacancy density we find that an oxygen vacancy accommodates 3–5 Au atoms on average. We show that medium-sized clusters (area ~250 Å$^2$) are destabilized at room temperature (RT), providing evidence for mobility of Au-vacancy complexes. A new growth model for Au/TiO$_2$(110) is presented.

The experimental setup and sample preparation are described elsewhere [8]. Au was deposited from an e-beam evaporator (Oxford Applied Research). The Au evaporation rate was quantitatively calibrated from STM measurements of Au deposited at 300 K on a Ni(111) surface (see, e.g., [9]) to be 0.01 ML/min [where one monolayer (ML) is defined as the packing density of an Au(111) plane, 1.39 × 10$^{15}$ atoms·cm$^{-2}$]. As is shown below, Au clusters bind very weakly to the stoichiometric surface. As a consequence, they can be dramatically influenced by the scanning process: at currents higher than 1 nA, a majority of Au clusters disappear from the scanning area. A new preamplifier has been developed to facilitate the lowest possible tunneling currents and high feedback gains. All presented STM images are acquired with <0.1 nA and 1.2 V.

The theoretical modeling was performed within the DFT approach applied to periodic slabs containing three O-Ti$_2$O$_2$-O units separated by 10 Å of vacuum. Au is adsorbed on one side. For further details, see [8,10].

Figure 1(a) shows an STM image of the clean surface prior to Au deposition. The STM image contrast on the TiO$_2$(110) surface has been shown to be dominated by electronic rather than geometric effects [11]: the protruding rows are assigned to fivefold coordinated Ti atoms, and the troughs are accordingly identified as bridging oxygen rows. In the present context, the most important feature is the bright spots observed between Ti rows, assigned to bridging oxygen vacancies [12]. In a recent paper [8], we demonstrated the ability of our STM to distinguish between bridging oxygen vacancies and bridging hydroxyl groups (both species displaying a similar signature in STM images), the latter originating from the dissociation of water molecules at oxygen vacancy sites. In the present study, special care has been taken to...
avoid water contamination, and we can therefore safely assign the bright spots between Ti rows to single oxygen vacancies.

After Au deposition, we observe Au clusters on the surface [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. The number of Au clusters increases with the amount of Au deposited. The size of the clusters depends on the deposition temperature. At the lowest temperature (130 K), most of the clusters contain only a few atoms and are homogeneously distributed on the terraces. High-resolution STM images reveal that the smallest protrusions found (Fig. 2) are located on the bridging oxygen rows. We assign these to single Au atoms adsorbed in a bridging oxygen vacancy (further evidence is provided below). With increasing deposition temperature, the average cluster density decreases and the average Au cluster size increases accordingly. At 210 K, the clusters are still distributed homogeneously on the terraces but contain on average 10 atoms at a coverage of 4% ML of Au. However, at 300 K (RT) STM images show that clusters are preferentially found at step edges and contain ~30 atoms at the same coverage.

To quantify the interaction of Au clusters with bridging oxygen vacancies, we have counted in high-resolution STM images the number of vacancies as well as the number of clusters before and after Au deposition at the different deposition temperatures (Fig. 3). When Au is deposited, we find that at all investigated temperatures, the density of oxygen vacancies decreases. This decrease is clearly not due to a “shadowing” effect from the Au clusters since they occupy <15% of the surface area and thus cannot account for the observed decrease in number of vacancies. At the lowest temperature, we find close to a 1:1 correlation between the increase in number of Au clusters and the decrease in the number of oxygen vacancies. At higher temperatures, the decrease in the number of oxygen vacancies is considerably larger, indicating that the clusters trap several oxygen vacancies beneath them. This shows that the clusters bind at oxygen vacancy sites at all investigated temperatures.

In Table I we have further quantified and summarized the experimental findings of Fig. 3 and listed the number of Au atoms per cluster, the vacancy/cluster ratio, and finally the number of Au atoms per vacancy for different sets of deposition temperature and Au coverage. It should be stressed here that the numbers are averaged over many STM images. We notice from Table I that the number of oxygen vacancies trapped under each Au cluster increases with deposition temperature for a fixed coverage, but most importantly, we find that the number of Au atoms per oxygen vacancy is roughly constant and equal to 3–5 in all cases.

DFT has been used to determine the binding site of Au on the stoichiometric and reduced surfaces. We find that...
Au is very weakly bound to the stoichiometric surface. A single Au atom binds by 1.55 eV to the stoichiometric surface, but adsorption of a full Au monolayer (as a model of a larger cluster) is almost a thermoneutral process [10] [this fact is consistent with the difficulties arising when imaging the Au/TiO$_2$(110) system by STM as previously stated]. The Au-Au interactions thus dominate for larger clusters and make the Au-TiO$_2$ adhesion extremely small.

For a single Au atom, the most stable configuration is found to be adsorption in an oxygen vacancy site. This configuration is more stable by 0.45 eV than Au adsorbed on the most favorable site at the stoichiometric surface (on top a bridging oxygen atom), and by 0.80 eV with respect to adsorption on top of a fivefold coordinated Ti atom. The Au bond on the stoichiometric surface originates from bond polarization while the Au-vacancy bond is covalent with a very small (if any) charge transfer. This is different from Au adsorption in a vacancy on MgO where significant charge transfer occurs [7].

The smallest protrusions observed experimentally are reproduced only in simulated STM images when a single Au atom substitutes the missing bridging oxygen atom [see Fig. 2(b)]. These findings confirm the interpretation that the smallest protrusions centered on the bridging oxygen rows are single Au atoms trapped at bridging oxygen vacancies.

For low coverages we show the attachment energy of a cluster adsorbed at a vacancy, i.e., the energy gained by increasing the number of Au atoms by one (inset in Fig. 4). We find a relative instability of a cluster containing two Au atoms compared to a single atom adsorbed on the oxygen vacancy and a diffusing Au atom (on the Ti [001] row). In addition, Au$_3$ is more stable than an adsorbed dimer, indicating relatively higher stability of the trimer towards decomposition. Moreover, Au$_3$ has an electronic configuration similar to Au$_2$ [14] and we expect it to bind weakly to a vacancy.

For large clusters, we have estimated the number of gold atoms stabilized per vacancy through a simple model. We compare the stability of a monolayer cluster (represented by a disk attached to a varying number of vacancies) to the stability of a 3D Au cluster on the stoichiometric surface (represented by a sphere) [15].

This continuumlike model is a rough estimate and is reasonable only for fairly large clusters. The results are summarized in Fig. 4. If there are no vacancies attached to the Au cluster, a 3D cluster is always the more stable configuration but, if vacancies are included, a 2D island up to a certain size will be more stable than a 3D cluster. The maximum number of Au atoms stabilized by a group of vacancies is given by the intersection of the curves representing the two configurations. With a large number of vacancies under the deposit, such as 5 or 10, the maximum number of Au atoms per vacancy that can be stabilized and adsorbed in a disklike structure is about 3. This correlates very well with the experimental observations in Table I.

To investigate the mechanism of nucleation and growth of Au clusters in light of the strong Au-vacancy interaction presented above, we plot in Fig. 5 the size distributions of Au clusters grown at different temperatures. At low temperature, the growth results in many small clusters, as also seen in Fig. 1. Upon heating, or depositing Au at RT, we observe fewer but larger clusters and the cluster size distribution becomes bimodal. The smallest Au-related protrusions, i.e., single Au atom-vacancy complexes, can also be observed after deposition up to 300 K, although their relative number decreases with increasing temperatures. When analyzing sequences of STM images we find no evidence for diffusion of single Au atom-vacancy complexes at any investigated temperature. We thus interpret the bimodal size distribution together with the stability of the smallest clusters as a sign of cluster growth through diffusion of clusters above a certain critical size [16]. Clusters nucleate primarily at oxygen vacancy sites, but upon further growth, a single oxygen vacancy can no longer stabilize the cluster, and the cluster-vacancy complex will then diffuse. While
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**TABLE I. Interaction between oxygen vacancies and Au.** Averages for different growth temperatures and coverages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**FIG. 4.** Transition between adsorption on vacancies and diffusion. Solid lines show the energy for the Au disk adsorbed on a given number of oxygen vacancies (indicated in the graph). The dashed line shows the limit for diffusion, and vertical arrows indicate the actual number of Au atoms in the cluster at which the transition occurs. The inset shows the attachment energy for Au$_n$ (n = 1–3) adsorption on TiO$_2$(110).
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We observe a minimum in the cluster population starting deduced from the bimodal size distribution at RT in Fig. 5.

We calculate that each vacancy binds $0.0024$.
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The critical cluster size for this growth mode can be deduced from the bimodal size distribution at RT in Fig. 5. All counts compare the size distribution after 0.02 ML Au. All areas were measured at a threshold level of $1 \text{ Å}$ above the medium position of the $(110)$ plane on which the clusters were positioned.

The bimodal growth model differs from other models proposed to explain Au growth on TiO$_2$(110) [17,18]. Parker et al. [18] have shown that the onset of 3D growth corresponds to a coverage of 0.086 ML on the stoichiometric TiO$_2$(110) surface and 0.15 ML on the thermally reduced surface. [1 ML is defined as the packing density of an Au(111) plane, $1.39 \times 10^{15}$ atoms $\cdot$ cm$^{-2}$]. Based on the present findings, we assume that the 0.064 ML change in transition coverage originates from the presence of oxygen vacancies, and considering a typical vacancy density of 6%–7% ML (1 ML is here one vacancy/unit cell), we calculate that each vacancy binds $\sim$3 atoms, the same number as deduced from Table I.

The bimodal growth model differs from other models proposed to explain Au growth on TiO$_2$(110) [17,18]. Parker et al. [18] have shown that the onset of 3D growth corresponds to a coverage of 0.086 ML on the stoichiometric TiO$_2$(110) surface and 0.15 ML on the thermally reduced surface. [1 ML is defined as the packing density of an Au(111) plane, $1.39 \times 10^{15}$ atoms $\cdot$ cm$^{-2}$]. Based on the present findings, we assume that the 0.064 ML change in transition coverage originates from the presence of oxygen vacancies, and considering a typical vacancy density of 6%–7% ML (1 ML is here one vacancy/unit cell), we calculate that each vacancy binds $\sim$3 atoms, the same number as deduced from Table I.

The critical cluster size for this growth mode can be deduced from the bimodal size distribution at RT in Fig. 5. All counts compare the size distribution after 0.02 ML Au. All areas were measured at a threshold level of $1 \text{ Å}$ above the medium position of the $(110)$ plane on which the clusters were positioned.

The critical cluster size for this growth mode can be deduced from the bimodal size distribution at RT in Fig. 5. All counts compare the size distribution after 0.02 ML Au. All areas were measured at a threshold level of $1 \text{ Å}$ above the medium position of the $(110)$ plane on which the clusters were positioned.

In summary, we show through a combined STM and DFT study that bridging oxygen vacancies are the active nucleation sites for Au clusters on the rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface at all investigated temperatures. A single Au atom-vacancy complex is stable up to room temperature and a single oxygen vacancy can bind 3 Au atoms on average. For larger clusters, the Au-substrate interface contains a high density of oxygen vacancies, which enhances the binding of Au particles to the substrate. These pieces of information may be key elements in explaining why Au nanoparticles are catalytically active for low-temperature CO oxidation on the TiO$_2$(110) surface [3,4]. A new growth model involving coalescence of diffusing Au-vacancy complexes is shown to explain previous and present observations of the Au/TiO$_2$(110) system.
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[15] Energies are disk $E_{\text{disk}} = E_{\text{tot}} + n_d \gamma_0 N_v + E_{\text{edge}} \pi N^{1/3}$ and sphere $E_{\text{sphere}} = 4 \gamma_0 N^{2/3}$. $E_d$ is the Au binding energy to a vacancy ($=0.2 \text{ eV}$); $n_d$ is the number of vacancies; $\gamma_0$ is the surface energy ($=0.3 \text{ eV/atom}$); $N$ is the number of Au atoms; $E_{\text{edge}}$ is the edge energy ($=0.6 \text{ eV/atom}$).

